CAPTIVE ORCA FAMILY TREE
SEAWORLD PARKS & ENTERTAINMENT, U.S.A
ORKY II’S LINEAGE

HEALTHY LINEAGE

INBREEDING

UNCONFIRMED PATERNITY

SUSPECTED INBREEDING

WILD CAUGHT

KENAU ♀

ORKY II ♂

KANDU V ♀

Origin: Iceland
D.O.B: 12 Oct 1977
D.O.D: 21 Aug 1989
Time in Captivity: 12 years (13-14 yrs old)
Cause of Death: Massive hemorrhage, maxillary bilateral fracture after ramming Corky II.

1ST GENERATION

KAYLA ♀

ORKID ♀

PHOTOGRAPHY CREDIT
Anonymous, Nick DeWolf Photography, MyOrcaRomance

INFORMATION SOURCE
US Marine Mammal Inventory Reports, National Marine Fisheries Service
CAPTIVE ORCA FAMILY TREE
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KANDUKE’S LINEAGE

HEALTHY LINEAGE  |  UNCONFIRMED PATERNITY  |  INBREEDING  |  SUSPECTED INBREEDING

WILD CAUGHT

KONA II ♀
KATINA ♀
KANDUKE ♂
GUDRUN ♀

1ST GENERATION

DIED IN UTERO
15/10/1987
KATERINA ♀
TAIMA ♀

PHOTOGRAPHY CREDIT
Shannon Cremeans, Lee Harrison, Kim Mahan, SeaWorld Entertainment, State Archives of Florida, Jeff Ventre

INFORMATION SOURCE
Cynthia Payne, Jeff Ventre, US Marine Mammal Inventory Reports, National Marine Fisheries Service
CAPTIVE ORCA FAMILY TREE
SEAWORLD PARKS & ENTERTAINMENT, U.S.A
KEET’S LINEAGE

HEALTHY LINEAGE
INBREEDING

UNCONFIRMED PATERNITY
SUSPECTED INBREEDING

WILD CAUGHT

KASATKA ♀

1ST GENERATION

KEET ♂

KAYLA ♀

UNNA ♀

2ND GENERATION

KALIA ♀

HALYN ♀

MISCARRIAGE
3/2007

STILLBORN
4/2006

PHOTOGRAPHY CREDIT
Anonymous, Josh Grenier, Kaarina Makowski, Katie Mortus, MyOrcaRomance, Ingrid N. Visser

INFORMATION SOURCE
US Marine Mammal Inventory Reports, Park regulars, Rome News-Tribune, SeaWorld Entertainment
CAPTIVE ORCA FAMILY TREE
SEAWORLD PARKS & ENTERTAINMENT, U.S.A
ULISES’S LINEAGE

HEALTHY LINEAGE   INBREEDING   UNCONFIRMED PATERNITY   SUSPECTED INBREEDING

ULISES ♂

1ST GENERATION

WIKIE ♀

2ND GENERATION

KALIA ♂
Origin: Born at SW San Diego
D.O.B: 21 Dec 2004

MOANA ♂

3RD GENERATION

AMAYA ♀
Gender: Female
Origin: Born at SW San Diego
D.O.B: 2 Dec 2014

PHOTOGRAPHY CREDIT
Kaarina Makowski, Marsvinet, PrincessKoko

INFORMATION SOURCE
Nice Matin, SeaWorld Entertainment, The Washington Times
WILD CAUGHT

KENAU ♀
Origin: Iceland
D.O.B: 25 Oct 1976
D.O.D: 6 Aug 1991
Time in Captivity: 15 years (16-17 yrs old)
Cause of Death: Hemorrhagic bacterial pneumonia

KANDU V ♀
Origin: Iceland
D.O.C: 12 Oct 1977
D.O.D: 21 Aug 1989
Time in Captivity: 12 years (13-14 yrs old)
Cause of Death: Massive hemorrhage, maxillary bilateral fracture after ramming Corky II.

Winston ♂

Katina ♀

BABY SHAMU II ♀
Origin: Stillbirth
Date: 31/1/1986

STILLBIRTH

INFORMATION SOURCE
Anonymous, Jeff Ventre, UPI
US Marine Mammal Inventory Reports,
National Marine Fisheries Service,
KYUQUOT’S LINEAGE

1ST GENERATION

TAKARA ♀
Origin: Born at SW San Diego
D.O.B: 9 July 1991

KYUQUOT ♂
Origin: Born at Sealand of the Pacific
D.O.B: 24 Dec 1991

2ND GENERATION

KYARA ♀

PHOTOGRAPHY CREDIT
Lee Harrison, Mainline Mom, SeaWorld Entertainment

INFORMATION SOURCE
US Marine Mammal Inventory Reports, SeaWorld Entertainment